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A central topic in query learning is to determine which classes of
Boolean formulas are efficiently learnable with membership and equiv-
alence queries. We consider the class Rk consisting of conjunctions of k
unate DNF formulas. This class generalizes the class of k-clause CNF
formulas and the class of unate DNF formulas, both of which are known
to be learnable in polynomial time with membership and equivalence
queries. We prove that R2 can be properly learned with a polynomial
number of polynomial-size membership and equivalence queries, but can
be properly learned in polynomial time with such queries if and only if
P=NP. Thus the barrier to properly learning R2 with membership and
equivalence queries is computational rather than informational. Few results
of this type are known. In our proofs, we use recent results of Hellerstein
et al. (1997, J. Assoc. Comput. Mach. 43 (5), 840862), characterizing
the classes that are polynomial-query learnable, together with work of
Bshouty on the monotone dimension of Boolean functions. We extend
some of our results to Rk and pose open questions on learning DNF
formulas of small monotone dimension. We also prove structural results
for Rk. We construct, for any fixed k2, a class of functions f that cannot
be represented by any formula in Rk, but which cannot be ‘‘easily’’ shown
to have this property. More precisely, for any function f on n variables in
the class, the value of f on any polynomial-size set of points in its domain
is not a witness that f cannot be represented by a formula in Rk. Our
construction is based on BCH codes. ] 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Overview
A central topic in query learning is to determine which classes of Boolean formulas
are efficiently learnable. A number of classes have been shown to be learnable in
polynomial time using membership and equivalence queries (for an incomplete
survey, see [4]). For classes that are difficult to learn, we would like to know
whether the difficulty is purely informational (it takes more than a polynomial
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number of queries to learn the class) or whether it is computational (a polynomial
number of queries may suffice, but it is difficult to generate and process them in
polynomial time).
Aizenstein et al. introduced the first technique for proving computational hardness
results on proper learning in the membership and equivalence query model [1].
Related techniques were then presented by Pillaipakkamnatt and Raghavan [11].
They showed that certain classes of DNF formulas, including read-thrice DNF, are
not properly learnable in polynomial time with membership and equivalence
queries unless P=NP. Thus there is a computational barrier to properly learning
these classes. It is not known whether there is also an informational barrier to learning
these classes. That is, it is open whether these classes are polynomial-query learnable.
A class is polynomial-query learnable if it can be properly learned using a polyno-
mial number of (polynomial-size) membership and equivalence queries, given
unlimited computational time.
More recently, Hellerstein et al. gave a characterization of the classes that are
polynomial-query learnable [9]. (A related result was proved independently by
Hegedu s [8].) Using this characterization, they showed that the class of CDNF
formulas is polynomial-query learnable. However, it is not known whether there is
a computational barrier to learning this class. That is, it is open whether this class
can be properly learned in polynomial time with membership and equivalence
queries.
We consider the class of conjunctions of two unate DNF formulas. We call this
class R2. We show that this class is polynomial-query learnable, but can be properly
learned in polynomial time with membership and equivalence queries if and only if
P=NP. Therefore, the barrier to learning this class is computational, and not
informational. It is easy to construct artificial classes that also have these properties,
but it can be quite difficult to determine whether such properties hold for more
natural classes of functions.1
The class of monotone DNF formulas is learnable in polynomial time with
membership and equivalence queries [3]. The more general class of unate DNF
formulas is also learnable in polynomial time in this model [5]. In a unate DNF
formula, each variable either always appears in its negated form or always appears
without negation. The class R2 is a simple extension of the class of unate DNF
formulas. It is also a simple extension of the crass of 2-clause CNF formulas,
because each clause of a 2-clause CNF formula is unate. The class of 2-clause CNF
formulas is properly learnable in polynomial time [2].
The characterization of Hellerstein et al. [9] says that a class C can be properly
learned using a polynomial number of polynomial-size membership and equivalence
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1 Aizenstein et al. did show that similar properties hold for the class of unions of k graphic halfspaces
[1]. All functions in this class are expressible as monotone 2-DNF formulas and thus can be easily
learned in terms of a 2-DNF representation using a polynomial number of membership queries (and no
equivalence queries). However, Aizenstein et al. showed that unions of k graphic halfspaces cannot be
properly learned in polynomial-time with membership and equivalence queries unless NP=co-NP.
Using the techniques of Pillaikammnatt and Raghavan [11], and a result of Hellerstein et al. [9], this
result can easily be improved to state that unions of k graphic halfspaces can be properly learned in
polynomial time with membership and equivalence queries if and only if P=NP.
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queries iff C has polynomial-size certificates. Roughly, C has polynomial-size certificates
if, for all functions g not representable by a ‘‘small’’ formula in C, there is a polyno-
mial-size set of points in the domain of g (the certificate), such that the value of g
on those points proves that g is not representable by a ‘‘small’’ formula in C.
We show that R2 has polynomial-size certificates. It is therefore properly learnable
with membership and equivalence queries by an algorithm using a polynomial
number of polynomial-size queries. However, we show that R2 can be learned in
polynomial time in this model if and only if P=NP. We also show that this NP-
hardness result can be extended to Rk, the class of conjunctions of k unate DNF
formulas, for any constant k2. However, it is still open whether the certificate
result can be extended to k>2.
We also prove a structural result that has no immediate implications for learning.
Using a construction based on BCH codes, we show that there are functions g on
n variables that cannot be expressed by a formula in R2, but for which there is no
certificate of size polynomial in n proving that fact. (This does not contradict our
earlier claim that R2 has polynomial-size certificates. Recall that such certificates
need only prove that g cannot be expressed as a ‘‘small’’ conjunction of two unate
DNF formulas.) We also extend this result to Rk for all constants k2. This is in
sharp contrast to the situation for other classes of formulas such as monotone and
unate DNF formulas and Horn formulas. If a function cannot be expressed by a
formula in one of these classes, a constant-sized certificate exists proving that fact.
It is easy to show that for the class of monotone DNF formulas, a certificate of size
2 exists, and for the class of unate DNF formulas, a certificate of size 4 exists. Ekin
et al. showed that for the class of Horn formulas, a certificate of size 3 exists [7].
It remains an intriguing open question whether the class Rk can be learned in
polynomial time with membership and improper equivalence queries for any fixed
k>1.
1.2. Relation to Work on Monotone Dimension
Our interest in conjunctions of unate DNF formulas is motivated in part by a
recent work of Bshouty [6]. Bshouty defined the monotone dimension of a Boolean
function. The monotone dimension of a function f is the minimum number d such
that f can be written as the conjunction of d unate DNF formulas. (In his paper,
Bshouty actually gave a different definition. We show the equivalence of the two
definitions in Section 2.3.)
The functions of monotone dimension 1 are precisely those representable by unate
DNF formulas. The functions of monotone dimension k are precisely those represen-
table by a formula in Rk. For example, a simple function of monotone dimension 2
is f (x1 , x2)=x1 x2=(x1 6x2) 7 (cx1 6 cx2). Since any clause in a CNF
formula is unate, the monotone dimension of a function f is bounded above by
CNF-size( f ), the minimum number of clauses in any CNF formula representing f.
In a unate DNF formula, a variable has a positive orientation if it appears in the
formula without negation and a negative orientation if it appears with a negation. Any
variable not appearing in the formula can be viewed as having either a negative or
a positive orientation. An orientation of n variables is an assignment a to those n
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variables, where a(x)=0 means x has a positive orientation and a(x)=1 means x
has a negative orientation. Let f : [0, 1]V  [0, 1]. A set [a1 , ..., az] of assignments
to V is a monotone basis for f if f can be expressed as the conjunction of unate DNF
formulas f1 , ..., fz , such that a1 , ..., az are orientations consistent with f1 , ..., fz ,
respectively. Thus the monotone dimension of a function is the size of the smallest
monotone basis for the function. We define the monotone dimension of a Boolean
formula to be the monotone dimension of the function it represents.
Bshouty gave an algorithm for learning DNF formulas (with membership and
improper equivalence queries) which builds a monotone basis for the target formula
f as it learns. However, the basis built by the algorithm may not be of minimum
size. Its size is bounded above by CNF-size( f ). The running time of the algorithm
is polynomial in n, the number of terms in f, and in CNF-size( f ). Note that if f is
a unate DNF formula, CNF-size( f ) may be exponential in the number of terms of f.
Thus in learning a unate DNF f, Bshouty’s algorithm may take time exponential
in n and the number of terms of f. In contrast, the algorithm of [5] for learning
unate DNF formulas f finds a basis of size 1 for f and runs in time polynomial in
n and the number of terms in f.
We are interested in the following general question: Is there a membership and
improper equivalence query algorithm that learns DNF formulas in time polyno-
mial in n, in the size of f, and in the monotone dimension of f, rather than in n,
in the size of f, and in CNF-size( f )? This general question is still open. A restricted
version of this question is as follows: For fixed constant k, is there a membership
and improper equivalence query algorithm that learns DNF formulas of monotone
dimension k, in time polynomial in n and the size of f ? The NP-hardness result of
Section 4 suggests that if such an algorithm exists, it is unlikely to work by constructing
a basis of minimum size. More specifically, unless P=NP there is no algorithm of
this type that uses only equivalence queries from Rk. The restricted question is still
open for every fixed k>1.
We show in Section 3 that the class R2 can be learned by a membership and
equivalence query algorithm having polynomial query complexity (i.e., the number
and size of the queries is polynomial in n and the size of the target formula), but
the amount of time the algorithm takes is not polynomial.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Basic Definitions
Let V be a finite set of Boolean variables. An assignment a to V is a mapping
a: V  [0, 1]. Let f : [0, 1]V  [0, 1] be a Boolean function. We sometimes treat a
as a binary vector indexed by the elements of V. Let f $: [0, 1]V  [0, 1]. Then
f  f $ if for all assignments a to V, f (a)=1 implies f $(a)=1. For the purposes of
this paper, we restrict all assignments, functions, and formulas to be Boolean.
If f (a)=1 then a is a positive assignment of f, otherwise a is a negative
assignment of f. Let x # V. If i # [0, 1], then ax  i is the assignment b such that
b( y)=a( y) for all y # V&[x] and b(x)=i. The assignment ax  ca(x) is denoted by
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acx . If x  V, then ax  i is the assignment to V _ [x] such that b( y)=a( y) for all
y # V, and b(x)=i.
The complement of assignment a, denoted a , is the assignment such that a (x){a(x)
for all x # V. The Hamming distance between two assignments a and b, denoted by
$H(a, b), is defined as follows: $H(a, b)=|[x # V | a(x){b(x)]|.
For any assignment b # [0, 1]V, and V$V, we define the assignment
b|V$ : V$  [0, 1] such that for all x # V$, b| V$(x)=b(x).
A partial assignment to V is a function p: V  [0, 1, C]. If p(x)=C, we say that
x is not assigned by p. If a is an assignment to V, pa denotes the extension of p
obtained by setting the unassigned variables according to a; i.e., ( pa)(x)= p(x) if
p(x){C and ( pa)(x)=a(x) otherwise.
If p is a partial assignment to V, the projection fp of f is the function
fp : [0, 1]V  [0, 1] such that for all a # [0, 1]V, fp(a)= f ( pa). There is also a
natural definition of fp on a restricted domain as follows: fp : [0, 1]VS  [0, 1],
where VS=[x # V | p(x)=C], and fp(a)= fp(a| VS) for all a # [0, 1]
V.
The function f is monotone in x if, for every assignment a to V, f (ax  0) f (ax  1).
Similarly, f is anti-monotone in x if for every assignment a to V, f (ax  0) f (ax  1).
The function f is a monotone function if it is monotone in every x # V. It is an
anti-monotone function if it is anti-monotone in every x # V. It is a unate function if,
for every variable x # V, it is monotone or anti-monotone in x.
Let S be a set of assignments to V. The set S is a certificate that f has property
P if every function consistent with f on S has property P. That is, if g: [0, 1]V 
[0, 1] satisfies f (a)= g(a) for all a # S, then g has property P. For example, if a and
b are assignments such that f (ax  0)=1, f (ax  1)=0, f (bx  0)=0 and f (bx  1)=1,
then S=[ax  0 , ax  1 , bx  0 , bx  1] is a certificate that f is not unate.
2.2. Query Learning
In learning functions with queries, the goal of the learning algorithm is to identify
a hidden target function f taken from a given class C of functions. The learning
algorithm is expected to represent functions in C using an associated set of
formulas F. The algorithm is given as input the set of n variables Vn on which f
is defined.
We consider here the most common combination of queries: membership and
equivalence [3]. A membership query asks for the value of f on an assignment a.
The answer to the query is f (a). An equivalence query asks whether a hypothesis
formula h # F is equivalent to the function f, i.e., whether h represents f. The
answer is ‘‘yes’’ if h# f, otherwise the answer is a counterexample b such that
h(b){ f (b). Improper equivalence queries use hypotheses h that are not in F.
Throughout this paper, we use the term equivalence query to refer only to proper
(i.e., not improper) equivalence queries; we explicitly use the longer term improper
equivalence query where appropriate.
We restrict our attention to the problem of learning Boolean functions. Let
C=n1 Cn be a class of Boolean functions, where Cn is a set of functions defined
on a set Vn of n Boolean variables. Let F=n1 Fn be an associated class of
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Boolean formulas computing the functions in C. That is, Fn is a set of formulas on
Vn computing only functions in Cn , and each function in Cn is computed by at least
one formula in Fn .
An algorithm learns C with respect to representation class F with membership and
equivalence queries if, given oracles answering membership and equivalence queries
for any function f # C, the algorithm will eventually halt and output a formula
F # F such that F# f (the formula F computes the function f ). We often say simply
that the algorithm learns F with membership and equivalence queries and talk about
target formulas rather than target functions. If an algorithm uses improper equiv-
alence queries to learn F, and those equivalence queries are all drawn from another
class H, we say the algorithm learns F in terms of H.
With every class of formulas F we associate a size function mapping elements in
F to the natural numbers. For F # F, the size of formula F, written |F |F , is the
value of the size function on F. Where F is understood from context, we will write
simply |F |. We assume that all size functions are such that |F | is bounded above
by a polynomial in the number of bits in a standard binary encoding of the
formula F.
The size of function f with respect to formula class F, written | f |F , is the size
of the smallest formula in F computing f, as measured by the size function
associated with F. If f cannot be computed by a formula in F, then | f |F =.
(Defining the size of functions not computable by formulas in F simplifies the
statements of various results.)
A polynomial-time learning algorithm for F runs in time polynomial in n and
| f |F , where f is the target function and n is the number of variables on which f is
defined.
The class F is polynomially recognizable if there is an algorithm that given (the
encoding of) any formula F as input, decides whether F # F in time polynomial in
the length of the encoding of F.
A class F of formulas is polynomial-query learnable if there exists a membership
and equivalence query algorithm for learning F with the following properties:
(1) All equivalence queries are formulas from F, and they have size at most
polynomial in | f | and n, where f is the target function, and n is the number of
variables on which f is defined.
(2) The total number of queries is polynomial in | f | and n.
2.3. Monotone Dimension
The monotone dimension was introduced by Bshouty. We give the basic definitions.
Additional details can be found in [6].
Let a and b be assignments to a set of n variables Vn . Let a+b denote the sum
of vectors a and b over GF[2]. The relation a<b means that a(x)b(x) for all
x # Vn and a( y)<b( y) for some y # Vn . Let c be an assignment to Vn . The relation
a<c b means that a+c<b+c.
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For a Boolean function f : [0, 1]V  [0, 1], the monotone closure of f with respect
to c, written Mc( f ), is a Boolean function on V defined as
Mc( f )(b)={10
(_ac b) f (a)=1
otherwise.
A set [b1 , ..., bd] satisfying
f # 
d
i=1
Mbi ( f )
is a monotone basis for f. The monotone dimension of a Boolean function f, written
M dim( f ), is the smallest number d such that there exists a monotone basis for f
of size d.
The following lemma establishes the connection between functions of monotone
dimension k and conjunctions of k unate DNF formulas.
Lemma 1. A Boolean function f has monotone dimension at most k iff it can be
expressed as the conjunction of at most k unate DNF formulas.
Proof. If M dim( f )k, then there exists a basis [b1 , ..., bk$], k$k, such that
f =Mb1( f ) 7 } } } 7 Mbk( f ). Since each Mbi ( f ) is a unate function, each fi can be
written as a unate DNF formula.
Suppose f1 , ..., fk are unate DNF formulas such that f =f1 7 } } } 7 fk . For each
fi , since fi is unate, there exists a consistent orientation bi such that Mbi ( fi)= fi . We
will show that f =Mb1( f ) 7 } } } 7 Mbk( f ). Since f Mb( f ) for any assignment
b, f Mb1( f ) 7 } } } 7 Mbk( f ).
For all fi , Mbi ( f )=Mbi ( f1 7 } } } 7 fk)Mbi ( fi). Therefore, Mb1( f ) 7 } } } 7
Mbk( f )Mb1( f1) 7 } } } 7 Mbk( fk)= f1 7 } } } 7 fk= f. K
The following is a useful lemma.
Lemma 2. Let f : [0, 1]V  [0, 1]. Let b1 , ..., bk be assignments to V. Then
[b1 , ..., bk] is not a monotone basis for f iff there exist k (not necessarily distinct)
positive assignments p1 , ..., pk of f and a negative assignment q of f such that for all
i # [1 } } } k], pi<bi q.
Proof. Suppose [b1 , ..., bk] is not a basis for f. Then f {Mb1( f ) 7 } } } 7 Mbk( f ).
Since f Mb1( f ) 7 } } } 7 Mbk( f ), there exists an assignment q such that f (q)=0
and Mb1( f ) 7 } } } 7 Mbk( f )(q)=1. Then for all i # [1 } } } k], there exists a positive
assignment pi of f such that pi<bi q.
Conversely, suppose there exist positive assignments p1 , ..., pk and a negative
assignment q of f such that for all i # [1 } } } k], pi<bi q. Then f (q)=0, but Mb1( f )(q)
7 } } } 7 Mbi ( f )(q)=1. Therefore, [b1 , ..., bk] is not a monotone basis for f. K
The previous lemma immediately indicates a characterization of functions with
monotone dimension greater than k.
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Lemma 3. Let f be a Boolean function defined on variable set V. Then M dim( f )>k
iff for all k$k assignments b1 , ..., bk$ to V, there exist k$ positive assignments p1 , ..., pk$
of f and one negative assignment q of f, such that for all i # [1 } } } k$], pi<biq.
Lemma 2 also implies the following certificate characterization.
Lemma 4. Let f : [0, 1]V  [0, 1] and let b1 , ..., bk be assignments to V. Then S
is a certificate that [b1 , ..., bk] is not a monotone basis for f iff S contains positive
assignments p1 , ..., pk of f and a negative assignment q of f, such that for all
i # [1 } } } k], pi<bi q.
Proof. Let S be a certificate that [b1 , ..., bk] is not a monotone basis for f.
Suppose there are no assignments p1 , ..., pk , q # S satisfying the properties stated in
the lemma. Let g: [0, 1]V  [0, 1] be such that for all assignments a to V, g(a)=1
iff (1) a # S and f (a)=1 or (2) there exist p1 , ..., pk # S such that f ( p1)= } } } =
f ( pk)=1, and for all i # [1 } } } k], pibi a. Then g=Mb1(g) 7 } } } 7Mbk(g). Therefore,
S is not a certificate that [b1 , ..., bk] is not a monotone basis for f. Contradiction.
The other direction of the lemma follows immediately from Lemma 2. K
2.4. The Formula Classes Rk and Dk
For k1, let Dk be the class of DNF formulas of monotone dimension at most k.
Let Rk be the class of formulas F=F1 7 } } } 7 Fk$ , k$k, where each Fi is a unate
DNF formula. By Lemma 1, Dk and Rk represent the same class of functions, those
of monotone dimension at most k. For F # Dk, we define |F | Dk to be the number
of terms in the DNF formula F. For F # Rk, we define the size function |F |R k to be
the total number of terms in the (at most) k DNF formulas composing F.
Let f be a Boolean function such that M dim( f )k. By Lemma 1, it can be
represented by a formula in Rk. Then | f |R k is the minimum total number of terms
in unate DNF formulas F1 , ..., Fk$ , where F1 7 } } } 7 Fk$ computes f and k$k.
Also, | f |D k=DNF-size( f ), where DNF-size( f ) is defined to be the minimum
number of terms in any DNF formula representing f (all DNF formulas expressing
f are in Dk, because M dim( f )k).
Lemma 5. Let f be a Boolean function. Let s=| f |R k and let t=| f | Dk . If
M dim( f )k, then stk and tsk. Otherwise, | f |Rk=| f |D k=.
Proof. If M dim( f )>k then by Lemma 1 there is no formula in either Rk or Dk
computing f, and | f | is infinite with respect to both classes.
Suppose M dim( f )k. Let F=F1 7 } } } 7Fk$ # Rk be a formula expressing f
whose total number of terms is s. The DNF obtained from F by ‘‘multiplying’’ the
DNF formulas F1 , ..., Fk$ has at most sk$sk terms. Let G=T1 6 } } } 6 Tt in Dk be
a DNF formula expressing f, where the Ti are terms. Let [b1 , ..., bz], zk, be a
monotone basis for f. Then f =Mb1( f ) 7 } } } 7 Mbz( f ). For j # [1 } } } z], a unate
DNF formula for Mbj ( f ) can be obtained from G as follows: (1) Delete from each
term Ti of G all negated literals cx in T such that bj (x)=0, and all non-negated
literals x such that bj (x)=1. (2) If any term becomes empty, replace the term with
the constant 1. (The correctness of this procedure follows from the fact that
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Mb( f1 6 f2)=Mb( f1) 6 Mb( f2).) Therefore, Mbj ( f ) can be written as a unate DNF
formula with at most t terms. The function f can be written as the conjunction of
at most k unate DNF formulas, each of which has at most t terms, yielding a total
of at most kt terms. K
It follows from the above that for constant k, | f |R k and | f | Dk are polynomially
related. Thus a polynomial-time algorithm for learning Rk with membership and
equivalence queries would also be a polynomial-time algorithm for learning Dk in
terms of Rk with membership and improper equivalence queries.
Despite the similarities between the classes Rk and Dk, there is an important
difference. (Note that for the case k=1, Rk is the class of unate DNF formulas and
Dk is the class of DNF formulas representing unate functions.) The class Rk is
polynomially recognizable, because given a formula, it is easy to check whether it
is of the form g1 7 } } } 7 gk , where g1 , ..., gk are unate DNF formulas. However,
the following reduction from CNF-SAT shows that unless P=NP, the class Dk is
not polynomially recognizable. Given a CNF formula g, construct a DNF formula
cg 6h, where h is a DNF formula computing parity of x1 , ..., xk+1 and x1 , ..., xk+1
are variables not appearing in g. It is easy to show that M dim(h)=2k. If g is
satisfiable, then M dim(cg 6h)2k. If g is not satisfiable, M dim(cg6 h)=1, the
monotone dimension of the identically true function. Since 2k>k for all k1, g is
satisfiable iff M dim(cg 6 h)>k.
For k2, our results on the NP-hardness of learning Rk with membership and
equivalence queries (Section 4 and Appendix) show the hardness of learning Rk in
terms of Rk. They also indicate a hardness result for learning Dk in terms of Rk
(because | f |Rk and | f | Dk are polynomially related). However, they do not imply the
hardness of learning Dk in terms of Dk. Moreover, the technique used to prove the
hardness of learning Rk is not applicable to Dk because Dk is not a polynomially
recognizable class. (However, we suspect that Dk is hard to learn in terms of Dk
anyway.)
3. CONJUNCTIONS OF TWO UNATE DNF FORMULAS ARE
POLYNOMIAL-QUERY LEARNABLE
In this section we show that R2 is polynomial-query learnable. In our proof, we
actually show that D2 is polynomial-query learnable. Since | f |R k and | f |D k are
polynomially related, and polynomial-query learnability does not take into account
the time spent in computing representations, proving D2 is polynomial-query
learnable implies that R2 is also polynomial-query learnable.
The proof that D2 is polynomial-query learnable relies on the connection between
query complexity and the existence of polynomial-size certificates. We present a
restricted version of a theorem of Hellerstein et al. (The original theorem applies to
languages as well as functions.)
Theorem 1 [9]. A representation class R ( for Boolean functions) is polyno-
mial-query learnable iff there exist polynomials p( ) and q( ) such that for all m, n>1
and all Boolean functions f on n variables, if | f |R> p(m, n), then there exists a
certificate of size at most q(m, n) that | f |R>m.
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In fact, if the second part of the above theorem is satisfied with polynomials p( )
and q( ), then there exists a (computationally inefficient) membership and
equivalence query algorithm for learning R that, in learning functions of size m,
makes equivalence queries using hypotheses of size at most p(m, n).
We prove that for D2, Theorem 1 is satisfied with p=m2 and q=O(n2+m4).
That is, we show there exist certificates of size O(n2+m4) separating functions f
with DNF-size greater than m2 or dimension greater than 2 (i.e., functions f such
that | f |D2>m2) from functions with DNF-size at most m and dimension at
most 2.
One approach to proving that D2 has polynomial-size certificates would be to
show that (1) any function of monotone dimension greater than 2 has a certificate
of size polynomial in n proving that fact and (2) any function that has monotone
dimension at most 2 but DNF-size greater than m has a certificate of size polyno-
mial in n and m proving its DNF-size is greater than m. This approach works for
D1 (unate DNF): if a function is not unate, there is a certificate of size 4 attesting
to that fact, and if it is unate but has DNF-size greater than m, there is a certificate
of size polynomial in m and n that its DNF-size is greater than m. However, the
results of Section 4 show that this approach will not work for D2, as functions with
dimension greater than 2 do not necessarily have certificates of size polynomial in
n that their dimension is greater than 2. We therefore use another approach. The
next lemma specifies two types of functions for which we will find certificates.
Lemma 6. Let f : [0, 1]V  [0, 1] such that M dim( f )>2 or DNF-size( f )>m2.
Then there is a projection g= fp of f such that either
Condition 1. M dim(g)2 and DNF-size(g)>m2 or
Condition 2. M dim(g)>2 and DNF-size(g)2m2.
Proof. Let f : [0, 1]V  [0, 1] such that M dim( f )>2 or DNF-size( f )>m2.
We will build a projection p on f such that fp always maintains this initial condition
and such that eventually fp satisfies either Condition 1 or 2. We start with the
empty projection (i.e., with fp= f ).
Suppose M dim( fp)2. Then by the initial condition, DNF-size( fp)>m2.
Therefore, fp satisfies Condition 1.
Suppose M dim( fp)>2. If DNF-size( fp)2m2, then fp satisfies Condition 2.
Assume DNF-size( fp)>2m2. Let x be a variable of fp , and consider the two
projections of fp setting x to 0 and 1, respectively. Since f =xfpx  1 6 cxfpx  0 ,
either DNF-size( fpx  1)>
1
2 DNF-size( fp) or DNF-size( fpx  0)>
1
2 DNF-size( fp).
Extend p to either the 0 projection or the 1 projection on x, such that the
resulting projection has DNF-size at least 12 of the DNF-size of fp . Since DNF-
size( fp)>2m2 before the extension of p, DNF-size( fp)>m2 after the extension of p.
Thus fp after the extension still obeys the initial condition.
Continue extending p in this way until fp satisfies either Condition 1 or 2. It must
eventually satisfy one of these conditions because the extension only continues
while DNF-size( fp)>2m2. K
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In the above lemma, we showed that if M dim( f )>2 or DNF-size( f )>m2, then
f has a projection fp that satisfies Condition 1 or 2. Moreover, M dim( fp)>2 or
DNF-size( fp)>m2. A certificate proving that M dim( fp)>2 or DNF-size( fp)>m2
can easily be turned into a certificate that f has these properties. We therefore,
without loss of generality, restrict our attention to functions f obeying Condition 1
or 2. We show that each such f has a polynomial-size certificate that M dim( f )>2
or DNF-size( f )>m. We first prove that if f obeys Condition 1, it has a polynomial-size
certificate that its DNF-size is greater than m.
Lemma 7. Let C=n1 Cn be the class of Boolean functions f such that
M dim( f )2 and DNF-size( f )>m2. Then each f # C has a certificate of size O(mn)
such that it has DNF-size greater than m.
Proof. Let f be a function in Cn . Let [b1 , b2] be a monotone basis for f (b1 and
b2 not necessarily distinct). Let f1 be the (minimal) unate DNF formula for Mb1( f ),
and let f2 be the (minimal) unate DNF formula for Mb2( f ). Since [b1 , b2] is a basis
for f, f= f1 7 f2 . A DNF formula for f can be formed by ‘‘multiplying’’ the terms
of f1 by the terms of f2 . Since DNF-size( f )>m2, either DNF-size( f1)>m or
DNF-size( f2)>m. Suppose without loss of generality that DNF-size( f1)>m. Let
T1 , ..., Tm+1 be m+1 terms of f1 . Let A=[a1 , ..., am+1] be the set of minimal
assignments, with respect to the partial order <b1 , satisfying T1 , ..., Tm+1. For each
ai , let Bi=[b | b=aicx for some variable x appearing in a literal of Ti].
Let S=A _ B1 _ } } } _ Bm+1 . Note that S contains O(mn) assignments. We
show that S is a certificate that DNF-size( f )m+1. Assume that there exists a
DNF g of size less than m+1 consistent with f on S. Then there must be two
distinct assignments ai , aj # A satisfying the same term T of g. Ti contains a literal
l not contained in Tj . Assignments ai and aj must differ on the value they give to
the underlying variable x of the literal l. Therefore, neither x nor cx appear in T.
Thus assignment aicx # Bi satisfies T and g(aicx)=1. However, f (aicx)=0. Hence
g is not consistent with f on S. K
In the following lemmas, we show that any function f : [0, 1]V  [0, 1] satisfying
Condition 2 has a polynomial-size certificate that M dim( f )>2. Our proof is
constructive.
Let b1 , b2 be a pair of assignments to V. We define a suitable triple for [b1 , b2]
(with respect to f ) to be a triple ( p1 , p2 , q) where p1 and p2 are positive assignments
of f, q is a negative assignment, p1b1 q, and p2b2 q.
To construct the certificate that M dim( f )>2, we generate suitable triples for all
pairs of assignments b1 , b2 . By Lemma 2, the elements in these triples form a
certificate that M dim( f )>2. Our construction is based on the following technical
lemma.
Lemma 8. Let f : [0, 1]V  [0, 1]. Let b1 , b2 be a pair of (not necessarily distinct)
assignments to V such that for all x # V, if b1(x)=b2(x)=0 then f is monotone in x,
and if b1(x)=b2(x)=1 then f is anti-monotone in x.
If [b1 , b2] is not a monotone basis for f, then f has a projection fz : [0, 1]W  [0, 1],
WV, such that either
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1. |W|=2 and fz has exactly three positive assignments, two of which are the
complementary assignments b1 |W and b2 |W , or
2. |W|2 and fz has exactly two, complementary, positive assignments, which
are b1 | W and b2 |W .
Proof. Let b1 , b2 , and f be as defined in the first paragraph of the lemma.
Suppose [b1 , b2] is not a monotone basis for f.
By Lemma 2, there exists at least one suitable triple for b1 , b2 . Choose a suitable
triple ( p1 , p2 , q) for b1 , b2 such that the size of the set W( p1 , p2 , q)=[x # V | p1(x),
p2(x), and q(x) are not all equal]is minimized. Let W=W( p1 , p2 , q) .
Claim 1. p1 |W=p2 |W . Suppose not. Then there exists x # W such that p1(x)= p2(x).
Without loss of generality, assume p1(x)= p2(x)=0. Since x # W, q(x)=1. Because
( p1 , p2 , q) is a suitable triple for b1 , b2 , p1< b1 q and p2< b2 q, f ( p1)= f ( p2)=1,
and f (q)=0. Therefore, b1(x)=b2(x)=0. By the assumption in the statement of
the lemma, f is monotone in x. Therefore, f ( p1x  1)=1 and f ( p2x  1)=1. Thus
( p1x  1 , p2x  1 , q) is a suitable triple for b1 , b2 . But then W( p1x  1 , p2x  1 , q)=W"[x],
which contradicts the minimality property of ( p1 , p2 , q).
Claim 2. b1 |W=b2 |W . Suppose not. Then there exists x # W such that b1(x)=b2(x).
By Claim 1, p1(x){ p2(x). Without loss of generality, assume b1(x)=b2(x)=0,
p1(x)=0, and p2(x)=1. Since p2(x)=1, b2(x)=0, and p2< b2 q, it follows that
q(x)=1. By the assumption in the statement of the lemma, f is monotone in x.
Therefore, since f ( p1)=1, f ( p1x  1)=1. But then ( p1x  1 , p2 , q) contradicts the
minimality property of ( p1 , p2 , q).
Claim 3. b1 |W= p1 |W and b2 |W= p2 |W . By Claim 2, b1 | W=b2 |W . Since
p2 |W<b2|W q |W , it follows that q|W<b1 | W p2 | W . Thus p1 | W<b1 | W q |W<b1 | W p2 | W . By
Claim 1, p1 |W=p2 |W . It follows that p1 |W=b1 | W , and hence b2 |W= p2 |W .
Let z: V  [0, 1, V] be the partial assignment such that for all x # W, z(x)= V,
and for all x  W, z(x)= p1(x)(=p2(x)=q(x)). Consider the projection fz : [0, 1]W
 [0, 1] induced by z. Since f ( p1)= f ( p2)=1 and f (q)=0, it follows that
fz( p1 |W)= fz( p2 |W)=1, fz(q|W)=0. Thus p1 |W<b1 |W q | W<b1 |Wp2 |W and fz has at
least 3 distinct assignments. Clearly, |W|2.
We will show that either fz has exactly two positive assignments which are p1 |W
and p2 |W , or |W|=2 and fz has the unique negative assignment q|W .
Case 1. |W|=2. In this case, fz has four different assignments. p1 |W and p2 |W
are two positive assignments and q|W is a negative assignment. If the fourth
assignment is negative, then fz has exactly two positive assignments, p1 |W=b1 |W
and p2 |W=b2 | W . Otherwise, q| W is the unique negative assignment of fz .
Case 2. |W|>2. Suppose (for contradiction) that fz has at least one positive
assignment other than p1 | W and p2 |W . Let a1 be such a positive assignment, and
let a2 be a negative assignment of fz such that p1 |W<b1 |W a2<b1 |W p2 |W (a2 exists
because q |W satisfies this relation). Choose a1 and a2 such that $H(a1 , a2) is minimized.
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Suppose a1<b1 |W a2 . Then (za1 , zp2 , za2) is a suitable triple for b1 , b2 . Since
a1 { p1 |W , there exists x # W such that a1(x)=p1 (x)= p2(x). Since a1<b1 |W a2
<b1 |W p2 |W , a1(x)=a2(x), and therefore W _ [x]W(za1 , zp2 , za2) , contradicting
the minimality property of ( p1 , p2 , q). Therefore, a1 < b1 |W a2 . Similarly, a2 < b1 |W a1 .
Therefore, there exist x, y # W such that a1(x)= p1(x), a2(x)=p1 (x)= p2(x), and
a1( y)= p2( y), a2( y)=p2 ( y)= p1( y). If a2cx { p1 |W (respectively, a2cy { p2 |W),
then a1 , a2cx , (respectively, a1 , a2cy) violate the minimal Hamming distance
condition on a1 and a2 . Therefore, a2cx= p1 |W and a2cy= p2 | W . But then since
p1 |W=p2 |W , |W|=2, which contradicts the premise of Case 2 that |W|>2.
Therefore, fz has no positive assignments other than p1 |W and p2 | W . K
We are now ready to give the construction of the polynomial-size certificates.
Lemma 9. Let Q be the class of Boolean functions f such that M dim( f )>2 and
DNF-size(g)2m2. Then each f # Q has a certificate of size O(m4+n2) that it has
monotone dimension greater than 2.
Proof. Let f : [0, 1]V  [0, 1] be a function in Q. Let T1 6 } } } 6 Tk be a DNF
formula for f where k2m2. We will show that there exists a set S of size O(m4+n2)
that contains suitable triples with respect to f for every potential basis pair [b1 , b2].
By Lemma 4, S is a certificate that M dim( f )>2.
For each non-monotone variable x of f, choose a pair of assignments a, acx such
that a(x)=1, f (a)=0, and f (acx)=1. Similarly, for each variable x of f such that
f is not anti-monotone in x, choose a pair a, acx such that a(x)=0, f (a)=0, and
f (acx)=1. Denote the resulting set of O(n) assignments by A.
We now form another set B. For each pair of distinct variables x, y # V, and for
each of the four assignments r: [x, y]  [0, 1] to x, y, do the following. If there
exists a projection fp : [0, 1][x, y]  [0, 1] of f such that fp has the unique negative
assignment r, choose one such p. In B, place the three assignments pr, prcx ,
prcy . Since we place at most three assignments in B for each x, y, the size of B
is O(n2).
We construct a third set C as follows. For each pair of terms Ti and Tj of the
DNF for f, do the following. Let W be the set of variables which appear in opposite
forms (i.e., negated in one, not negated in the other) in Ti and Tj . If |W|2, check
whether there exists a projection fp : [0, 1]W  [0, 1] of f such that fp(a)=1 iff a
either satisfies all literals in Ti formed from variables in W or all literals in Tj
formed from variables in W. If so, then pick one such p. Place in C the two distinct
assignments pb and pc such that b, c: [0, 1]W  [0, 1] and fp(b)= fp(c)=1 and
one assignment pd such that d: [0, 1]W  [0, 1] and fp(d )=0. Since DNF-size( f )
2m2, C contains O(m4) assignments.
Let S=A _ B _ C. We show that S has a suitable triple for every [b1 , b2].
First, let [b1 , b2] be such that b1(x)=b2(x)=0 for some x # V and f is not
monotone in x. Consider the pair of assignments a, acx placed in A because f is not
monotone in x. By the definition of a, a(x)=1, f (a)=0, and f (acx)=1. Therefore,
acx<b1 a and acx<b2 a. So the triple ( p1 , p2 , q) where p1= p2=acx , and q=a is
suitable for [b1 , b2].
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Similarly, for any variable x of f such that f is not anti-monotone in x, the
corresponding pair of assignments a and acx in A will also form a suitable triple
for any pair [b1 , b2] such that b1(x)=b2(x)=1.
We now show that B and C contain suitable triples for all other possible pairs
b1 , b2 . Let b1 , b2 be such that for all variables x, if b1(x)=b2(x)=0 then f is
monotone in x, and if b1(x)=b2(x)=1 then f is anti-monotone in x. By Lemma 8,
there exists a projection fz : [0, 1]W  [0, 1] of f such that either
1. |W |=2 and fz has exactly three positive assignments, two of which are the
complementary assignments b1 |W and b2 | W , or
2. |W |2 and fz has exactly two, complementary, positive assignments,
which are b1 |W and b2 |W .
If the first condition holds, let q be the unique negative assignment for fz . Let
W=[x, y]. Then by the definition of B, there exists a projection fp$ : [0, 1]W 
[0, 1] such that q is the unique negative assignment for fp$ , and B contains p$q,
p$qcx and p$qcy . The assignments qcx and qcy are the unique complementary
positive assignments for fp$ and are therefore equal to b1 |W and b2 |W . It is easy to
verify that ( p$qcx , p$qcy , p$q) is a suitable triple for [b1 , b2].
If the second condition holds, fz has exactly two, complementary, positive
assignments b1 |W and b2 | W . Since f (zb1){ f (zb1cx) for all x # W, zb1 must
satisfy a term Ti of the DNF for f such that Ti contains a literal for every variable
in W. Similarly, zb2 must satisfy a term Tj such that Tj contains a literal for every
variable in W. Since b1 |W=b2 | W have complementary assignments on W, Ti {Tj .
Since zb1 and zb2 assign the same values to variables in V&W, for x # V, Ti and
Tj contain literals x and cx, respectively, iff x # W. Therefore, for some projection
fp$ : [0, 1]W  [0, 1], the set C must contain assignments p$b, p$c and p$d, where
b, c, d: W  [0, 1], such that b and c are the unique positive assignments of fp$ , d
is a negative assignment of fp$ , b satisfies the literals in Ti formed from variables
in W, and c satisfies the literals in Tj formed from variables in W. Without loss of
generality, assume b|W=b1 | W and c|W=b2 |W . Thus for all x # W, b(x)+b1(x)
d(x)+b1(x) and c(x)+b2(x)d(x)+b2(x). (Addition is over GF[2].) This
implies p$b(x)b1 p$d(x) and p$c(x)b2 p$d(x). Thus ( p$b, p$c, p$d ) is a
suitable triple for [b1 , b2]. K
Theorem 2. The classes R2 and D2 are polynomial-query learnable.
Proof. Let m, n>1, and let f be a Boolean function on n variables such that
| f |D2>m2. We show that if | f | D 2>m2, then f has a certificate of size O(m4+n2)
that | f |D 2>m. The theorem then follows from Theorem 1 and previous arguments
relating R2 and D2.
If | f |D 2>m2, then either f has monotone dimension greater than 2 (and hence
| f |D2=) or its DNF-size is greater then m2. By Lemma 6, f either has a projec-
tion g satisfying Condition 1 (M dim(g)2 and DNF-size(g)>m2) or Condition 2
(M dim(g)>2 and DNF-size(g)2m2). If f has a projection satisfying Condition 1,
then by Lemma 7, f has a certificate of size O(mn) that it has DNF-size greater
than m. If f has a projection satisfying Condition 2, then by Lemma 9, f has a
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certificate of size O(m4+n2) that it has dimension greater than 2. Either certificate
shows that | f |D2>m. K
4. POLY-TIME LEARNING CONJUNCTIONS OF
2 UNATE DNF FORMULAS IS HARD
We show that a polynomial-time membership and equivalence algorithm for
learning R2 would imply a polynomial-time algorithm for the set-splitting problem,
which is NP-hard. In the Appendix, we extend this NP-hardness result to Rk for
all constant k>2. We will use a theorem of Pillaipakkamnatt and Raghavan [11].
First, we give the necessary definitions.
Let F and C be two classes of formulas. The class F is testable with respect
to C if there exists an algorithm AF and a polynomial function t( ) such that if
AF is given encodings of formulas c # Cn and f # Fn as input, AF halts in time
t(n, |c|, | f | ) (where |c| and | f | denote the size of the encodings of c and f ) and
outputs one of the following:
1. A counterexample a, which is an assignment such that f (a){c(a).
2. A formula c$ # Cn such that f #c$.
The problem REP(C) for F takes as input a formula f # F and determines
whether there exists a formula in C that is equivalent to f.
Theorem 3 [11]. Let C=n1 Cn be a polynomially recognizable class of
Boolean formulas and let p( ) be a polynomial function such that for each c # Cn , the
size of the encoding of c is at most p(n). Let F=n1 Fn be a class of Boolean
formulas that is testable with respect to C. If C is learnable in polynomial time in
the membership and equivalence query model, then REP(C) for F is solvable in
polynomial time.
Let H2 be the class of DNF formulas in which each term has exactly one satisfy-
ing assignment (i.e., each term contains all n variables as literals). We will show
that for C=R2, F=H2, the conditions of the above theorem hold.
It is clear that R2 is polynomial-time recognizable. We will show that H2 is
testable with respect to R2 and that REP(R2) for the class H2 is NP-hard. The
theorem then implies that if P{NP, R2 is not learnable in polynomial time with
membership and equivalence queries.
Lemma 10. H2 is testable with respect to R2.
Proof. Suppose we are given formulas g # R2 and h # H2 both defined on
variable set V. Let mh be the number of terms of h, which is also the number of
assignments satisfying h. We present an algorithm that, given h # H2 and g # R2,
either produces a counterexample a such that h(a){ g(a) or determines that h# g.
g is the conjunction of two unate DNF formulas g1 and g2 . Compute an
equivalent DNF formula g^ by ‘‘multiplying’’ the terms of g1 and g2 . Let mg^ be the
number of terms in g^.
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First, we check if h g^. For each term of h, check whether the unique satisfying
assignment a of h also satisfies g^, (i.e., if g^(a)=1). If not, output ‘‘No’’ with
assignment a as the counterexample. There are at most mh such tests.
Now we check if g^h. For each term of g^, begin enumerating its satisfying
assignments. For each satisfying assignment that is enumerated, check if h(a)=1. If
not, stop and output ‘‘No’’ with assignment a as the counterexample. Note that if
some term of g^ yields more than mh satisfying assignments, there must be some a
such that g^(a)=1 and h(a)=0. Therefore, at most mhmg^ assignments are enumerated.
If g^h and h g^, we output g. The total time is polynomial in n and the sizes
of the encodings of g and h. K
To prove that REP(R2) for H2 is NP-hard, we do a two-stage reduction from
the known NP-complete problem set-splitting. First, we introduce the assignment
separator problem.
Assignment Separator Problem
Instance. A set X of n Boolean variables x1 } } } xn . A set A=[a1 } } } at] of
assignments to x1 } } } xn .
Question. Does there exist an assignment b to x1 } } } xn such that for all distinct
ai , aj # A, there exist xk , xl # X such that
ai (xk){aj (xk), ai (xk)=b(xk)
ai (xk){aj (xl), aj (xl)=b(xl)?
An assignment b satisfying the given properties is an assignment separator
for (A, X ).
Lemma 11. The assignment separator problem is NP-complete.
Proof. The problem is clearly in NP. We show that set-splitting is polynomial-
time reducible to the assignment separator problem.
Set Splitting
Instance. Collection C of subsets of a finite set S.
Question. Is there a partition of S into two subsets S1 and S2 such that no
subset in C is entirely contained in either S1 or S2?
Let C=[c1 , c2 , ..., cm], S=[s1 , s2 , ..., sn] be an instance of the set-splitting problem.
If any set ci # C has at most one element, the answer to the set-splitting problem
is trivially ‘‘no.’’ We assume therefore that each ci has at least two elements.
For each subset ci , create an n+m dimensional Boolean vector ai . The first n
positions describe the subset: if ci # C contains sj # S, then ai has a 1 in position j,
otherwise it has a 0. The final m positions pad the vector in a simple way: ai has
a 1 in position n+i and has 0s elsewhere.
We also create m additional vectors, z1 } } } zm , also of dimension n+m. Vector zi
has a 1 in position n+i and 0s in the other n+m&1 positions. Note that zi is
identical to ai in the final m positions and differs from ai in at least two of the first
n positions because set ci contains more than one element.
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Let X=[x1 , x2 , ..., xn+m]. Let A=[a1 , a2 , ..., am] _ [z1 , z2 , ..., zm]. We claim
that the answer to the assignment separator problem on this instance is ‘‘yes’’ if and
only if the answer to the set-splitting instance is ‘‘yes.’’
Suppose b is an assignment separator for (A, X ). Let S1=[si # S | b(xi)=0] and
let S2=S&S1 . We show that S1 and S2 split the subsets in C. Consider a set ci # C
and its corresponding vectors ai and zi . There exist xk , xl # X such that
ai (xk){zi (xk), ai (xk)=b(xk)
ai (xl){zi (xl), zi (xl)=b(xl).
Because ai and zi are identical on the final m bits, we have 1k, ln. Moreover,
zi is 0 on the first n bits. Therefore, ai (xk)=ai(xl)=1. Then sk , sl # ci . But we also
have b(xk)=1, b(xl)=0. Then sk # S2 and sl # S1 . Thus ci 3 S1 and ci 3 S2 , as
required.
Now suppose there is a solution (S1 , S2) to the set-splitting instance S, C. Let b
be an n+m dimensional Boolean vector determined as follows:
0 1in and si # S1
b(xi)={1 1in and si # S21 n+1in+m.
We claim that b is an assignment separator for (A, X ). Consider any two
assignments in A. There are three cases:
Case I. The two assignments are ai and aj .
b(xn+i)=ai (xn+i)=1{0=aj (xn+i)
ai (xn+ j)=0{1=aj (xn+ j)=b(xn+ j).
Case II. The two assignments are ai and zj . There exist sk , sl # ci such that
sk # S1 and sl # S2 . Then ai (xk)=ai (xl)=1. Also, zi (xk)=zi (xl)=0 since k, ln.
We have b(xk)=0, b(xl)=1.
Case III. The two assignments are zi and zj . Identical to Case I. K
The following lemma will be useful in proving that REP(R2) for H2 is NP-hard.
Lemma 12. Let f be a function of monotone dimension 2 such that all variables of
f are non-unate. If [a, b] is a basis for f, then a=b .
Proof. Let [a, b] be such that for some x, a(x)=b(x). Without loss of generality,
assume a(x)=b(x)=0. Since f is non-unate in x, there exists an assignment c such
that c(x)=1, f (c)=0, and f (cx  0)=1. Then (cx  0 , cx  0 , c) is a suitable triple for
a, b, and by Lemma 4, [a, b] is not a basis for f. K
Lemma 13. The problem REP(R2) for H2 is NP-hard.
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Proof. We show that the assignment separator problem is polynomial-time
reducible to the problem REP(R2) for H2. Let (A, X) be an instance of the assignment
separator problem. Check whether $H(ai , aj)=1 for any ai , aj # A. If so, the answer
to the assignment separator problem is ‘‘no,’’ and we can perform a trivial reduction.
Assume the Hamming distance between any two assignments in A is at least 2.
Let X$=[x # X | for some ai , aj # A, ai (x){aj (x)]. For each ai # A, let a$i=ai |X$ .
Let A$=[a$i | ai # A]. Clearly (A, X) has an assignment separator iff (A$, X$) has an
assignment separator.
For each a$i # A$, form a term Ti such that Ti is satisfied by a$i and Ti contains
a literal x or cx for every variable x # X$. Let f be the DNF formula over the
variables in X$ which is the disjunction of all such Ti . Clearly f # H2, since each
term of f has exactly one satisfying assignment. Also, f ’s positive assignments are
precisely the assignments in A$, and f is non-unate in each variable in X$. We now
show that (A$, X$) has an assignment separator iff f is representable as a formula
in R2.
Suppose f is representable as a formula in R2. Then f has a monotone basis
[b1 , b2]. Since f is non-unate in all its variables, by Lemma 12, b1=b2 . We show
that b1 is an assignment separator for (A$, X$).
Let a$i , a$j be distinct assignments in A$. Suppose a$i<b1 a$j . Since the Hamming
distance between a$i and a$j , and between all two assignments in A$ is at least 2,
there exists a negative assignment d of f such that a$i<b1 d<b1 a$j . Since b1=b2 , a$j
<b2 d<b2 a$i . But then Mb1( f )(d ) 7 Mb2( f )(d )=1 which contradicts that f =Mb1( f )
7 Mb2( f ) and f (d)=0. By symmetry, we cannot have a$j<b1 a$i . Hence, a$i and a$j are
not comparable with respect to <b1 . It follows that there exist xk , xl # X$ such that
b1(xk)=a$j (xk){a$i (xk) and b1(xl)=a$i (xl){a$j (xl), so b1 is an assignment separator
for (A$, X$).
Conversely, suppose b is an assignment separator for (A$, X$). We claim that in
this case [b, b ] is a monotone basis for f, and hence M dim( f )2. Assume, for the
purpose of contradiction, that [b, b ] is not a monotone basis for f. Then there
exists an assignment d such that f (d )=0 but Mb( f )(d )=Mb ( f )(d )=1. Thus
there exist positive assignments a$i , a$j # A$ of f such that a$i<b d and a$j<b d, and
so a$i<b d<b a$j . But then for all x such that a$i (x){a$j (x), a$i (x)=b(x). This
contradicts that b is an assignment separator for (A$, X$). K
The final theorem now follows.
Theorem 4. There is a proper polynomial-time membership and equivalence query
algorithm for learning R2 if and only if P=NP.
Proof. The ‘‘only if ’’ direction follows immediately from Lemmas 10 and 13 and
from the theorem of Pillaipakkamnatt and Raghavan (Theorem 3).
Because R2 can be recognized and evaluated in polynomial time and R2 has
polynomial-size certificates, results of Hellerstein et al. [9] indicate that R2 can be
learned in polynomial time using a 7 p4 oracle. If P=NP, then 7
p
4 =P, and we can
learn R2 in polynomial time. K
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5. CERTIFICATES FOR MONOTONE DIMENSION GREATER THAN 2
In this section we construct a class of functions F which have dimension greater
than 2, but no certificates of size polynomial in n attesting to that fact. An extension
of this construction for dimension k>2 is presented in the Appendix.
We construct F so that for f # Fn , the Hamming distance between any two
positive assignments of f is at least polylogarithmic in n. As shown below, if C is
a certificate that M dim( f )>2, this Hamming distance property ensures that C has
super-polynomial size. It is not enough, however, to construct arbitrary functions
f obeying the above Hamming distance property; we must also ensure that, in fact,
M dim( f )>2. This precludes the use of some simple classes of functions obeying
the Hamming distance property. For instance, consider the Boolean functions f
whose only positive assignments are the all 0s assignment, the all 1s assignment,
and an assignment that is half 1s and half 0s. These functions certainly obey the
Hamming distance property, but it can be shown that their monotone dimension
is at most 2.
We construct the functions in F using a binary BCH code. We first present a
well-known result regarding binary BCH codes and then explain its implications for
our construction.
Lemma 14 (see, e.g., [10]). For any positive integers m, t such that t<2m&1,
there exists a binary BCH code with block length n=2m&1 and n&kmt check
digits, such that $H(s1 , s2)>2t+1 for any two codewords s1 , s2 .
Let n be such that n=2m&1 for some positive integer m for which m2<2m&1.
Let t=m2=log2(n+1). In addition, let n be large enough such that 2 log3(n+1)<n.
For these values of n and t, the above lemma guarantees the existence of a set
Sn of binary n-vectors (codewords) having the following properties. The proof of
these properties follows immediately from the above lemma and elementary proper-
ties of linear codes.
1. The vectors in Sn form a group with respect to component-wise addition
over GF[2].
2. The vectors in Sn are a subspace of the space of n-vectors over GF[2].
3. There is an (n&k)_n matrix (called the parity check matrix) A=[P | I],
where P is an (n&k)_k matrix and I is the (n&k)_(n&k) identity matrix, such
that Sn is the set of binary n-vectors satisfying the matrix equation Ay=0 over
GF[2].
4. The number of vectors in Sn is 2k.
5. $H(si , sj )2(log2(n+1))+1 for any distinct si , sj # Sn .
6. kn&(log3(n+1)).
We can also prove the additional properties of the submatrix P of the parity
check matrix.
7. Each row of P is non-zero.
8. Each column of P is non-zero.
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The proof of Property 7 is as follows. If a row of P contains all 0s, then that one
check bit of the code computers the parity of an empty set of variables, and each
codeword is zero in the position corresponding to that check bit. Since BCH codes
are cyclic codes, any cyclic shift of a codeword is itself a codeword. Thus for any
position, there is some codeword with a 1 in that position, which is a contradiction.
Property 8 follows immediately from the fact that no two codewords are
Hamming distance 1 apart.
Definition of F. For each n satisfying the conditions stated above, define the
Boolean function f on n variables which is 1 on assignments corresponding to
elements in Sn and 0 on all other assignments. The class F consists of all such f.
Lemma 15. For f # F, f is non-unate in each of its variables.
Proof. Let f : [0, 1]V  [0, 1] be a function in Fn . Let xi # V. Since A0=0, 0 # Sn
and f (0)=1 (here we are treating the vectors as assignments). Consider 0xi  1 .
Since no two vectors in Sn are Hamming distance 1 apart, 0xi  1  Sn and thus
f (0xi  1)=0. Hence f is not monotone in xi .
We now show that f is not anti-monotone in xi . Consider the column c of A
corresponding to xi . Recall that A=[P | I].
Case 1. Column c is in P. In this case, there exists a set C of columns of I such
that the sum (over GF[2]) of the columns in C _ [c] is 0. Form an n-vector y$
with 1s in the positions corresponding to columns in C _ [c], and 0s in all other
columns. Thus Ay$=0, f ( y$)=1 and (because no two positive examples of f are
Hamming distance 1 apart) f ( y$xi  0)=0. Therefore, f is not anti-monotone in xi .
Case 2. Column c is in I. Column c has exactly one 1, in some row r. Let c$ be
a column of P which has a 1 in row r (c$ exists because no row of P is all 0s). Then
c$, c, and the other columns of I sharing 1s in the rows in which c$ has 1s, sum to
0 (over GF[2]). Let y$ be the vector which is 1 precisely in the positions corre-
sponding to these columns. Then Ay$=0, f ( y$)=1, and f ( y$xi  0)=0. Therefore f is
not anti-monotone in xi . K
Lemma 16. For all f # F, M dim( f )>2.
Proof. Let f # Fn . By Lemma 15, f is non-unate in each of its variables, and
therefore M dim( f )>1. Therefore, by Lemma 12, if f has dimension 2, then any
monotone basis [b, d] for f must consist of a complementary pair of assignments.
We will show that for any potential complementary basis pair (b, b ), there is a
suitable triple ( p1 , p2 , q). By Lemma 3, this proves f has monotone dimension
greater than 2. Note that since b and b are complementary, ( p1 , p2 , q) is a suitable
triple for b, b iff p1<b q<b p2 .
Consider the group of binary n-vectors with respect to componentwise addition
over GF[2]. Sn is a subgroup of that group. Consider the cosets C1 , C2 , ..., Cq of
Sn (since |Sn |=2k, q=2n&k). Let a, b be two assignments in the same coset of Sn .
Suppose ( p1 , p2 , q) is a suitable triple for (a, a ). Then p1 , p2 # Sn , q  Sn , and
p1+a<q+a<p2+a. Therefore, ( p1+a+b)+b<(q+a+b)+b<( p2+a+b)+b,
and because a and b are in the same coset of Sn , p1+a+b # Sn , p2+a+b # Sn ,
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and q+a+b  Sn . Thus ( p1+a+b, p2+a+b, q+a+b) is a suitable triple for
(b, b ). To show that f has monotone dimension greater than 2, it therefore suffices
to show for every coset Ci , that for one representative b # Ci , there exists a suitable
triple ( p1 , p2 , q) for b, b .
Let T be the set of binary n-vectors which are 0 in the first k positions and take
on all possible 2n&k combinations of values in the last n&k positions. We claim
that these vectors are all in different cosets of Sn . Note that for any n-vector y$ # T
such that y$=[0 | r] (where 0 is the 1_k 0 vector, and r is a 1_(n&k) vector),
Ay$=r. Thus for any two distinct vectors y$ and y" in T, Ay${Ay", which implies
that y$ and y" are not in the same coset of Sn . Since there are 2n&k cosets, T contains
a representative of each coset of Sn .
Now, since kn&(log3(n+1)) by Property 6, it follows (from our assumption
that n>2 log3(n+1)) that k>n&k. Therefore, the columns of P are not all linearly
independent and because no column of P is all 0s, there is a non-empty subset Q
of at least two columns of P that sum to the 0 column. Let z be a binary n-vector
with 1s in precisely the columns corresponding to elements in Q. Clearly Az=0.
Note that z has 0s in all positions corresponding to columns of I in [P | I].
Let b # T. Since A(b+z)=Ab+Az=Ab, it follows that b and b+z are in the
same coset of S. Note that since b # T, by the definition of T, b contains 0s in all
columns corresponding to P. Since z contains 1s only in columns corresponding
to P, it follows that for all xi , b(xi)(b+z)(xi). Thus b<b+z, and hence 0<b z.
Note that 0 and z are both positive assignments of f (since A0=Az=0). Since
$H(0, z){1, there exists a q with $H(q, 0)=1 such that 0<b q<b z. But since
$H(q, 0)=1, q  Sn and hence f (q)=0. It follows that (0, z, q) is a suitable triple for
b, b . Since b is a representative of an arbitrary coset of Sn , the lemma follows. K
Let C be a certificate that a function f # Fn has monotone dimension greater
than 2. We will show that for every p1 , p2 , q # C, ( p1 , p2 , q) is a suitable triple for
at most a polynomial number of pairs b, b . Since there are an exponential number
of pairs b, b , it follows that C is of super-polynomial size. Note that if ( p1 , p2 , q)
is a suitable triple for b, b , then p1b qb p2 and hence p1b p2 .
Lemma 17. Let p1 and p2 be binary n-vectors. Let i=$H( p1 , p2). Then there are
2n&in-vectors b such that p1b p2 .
Proof. Let Q be the set of variables (positions) on which p1 and p2 differ, and
let R be the set of variables on which p1 and p2 agree. If an n-vector b agrees with
p1 on Q, then b+ p1b+ p2 (since b+ p1 is all 0 on Q, and b+ p1 and b+ p2
agree on R). There are 2n&i such vectors b. However, if b disagrees with p1 on some
variable xi in Q, then (b+ p1)(xi)=1, (b+ p2)(xi)=0, and so p1  b p2 . K
Lemma 18. Let f : [0, 1]V  [0, 1] be a function of n variables. Let C be a certificate
that M dim( f )>2. If the Hamming distance between any two positive assignments of f
is at least i, and C contains exactly m positive examples of f, then m(m&1)(2n&i)2n.
Proof. By Lemma 3, for all assignments b to V, C must contain assignments
p1 , p2 , q forming a suitable triple for b, b .
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Let ( p1 , p2) be a pair of distinct positive assignments in C. Since the distance
between any two positive assignments of f is at least i, by Lemma 17 there are at
most 2n&i (ordered) complementary basis pairs (b, b ) such that p1b p2 .
Since C contains m(m&1) pairs ( p1 , p2) of distinct positive assignments, and
there are 2n possible complementary ordered basis pairs (b, b ), it follows that
m(m&1) 2n&i2n. K
We can now prove the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 5. There exists a class of functions F=n1 Fn such that for all f # F,
M dim( f )>2, and there is no polynomial p(n) satisfying the following property: If
f # Fn then there is a certificate of size p(n) that M dim( f )>2.
Proof. Let F be as defined above. By Lemmas 15 and 16, all functions in F
have monotone dimension greater than 2. Recall that f # Fn has the property that
for any two positive assignments a, b of f, $H(a, b)2 log2(n+1)+1. Therefore, by
Lemma 18, any certificate C that M dim( f )>2 must have m positive assignments
where m satisfies m(m&1)(2n&(2 log2(n+1)+1))2n. That is, m(m&1)>22 log2(n+1)+1
and hence m is not polynomial in n. K
APPENDIX
Poly-time Learning Conjunctions of k Unate DNF Formulas Is Hard
In this section we generalize the results of the Section 4 to show that conjunctions
of k unate DNF formulas, for any constant k2, cannot be learned in polynomial
time by a membership and (proper) equivalence query algorithm unless P=NP.
The class H2 was defined in Section 4 as the class of DNF formulas in which
each term has exactly one satisfying assignment. We define the class of functions Hi
recursively as follows for i>2: hi # Hi for i>2 iff hi=cxhi&1 6 xcTai&1 , where
v hi&1 # H i&1 is defined on variables W such that x  W,
v ai&1 # [0, 1]W is a positive assignment of hi&1 , and
v Tai&1 is the unique term containing all variables in W that is satisfied by ai&1.
Note that cTai&1 is satisfied by all assignments to W except for ai&1.
Lemma 19. For i>2, let hi # Hi where hi=cxhi&1 6 xcTai&1 . Then M dim(hi)
=M dim(hi&1)+1.
Proof. M dim(hi)M dim(hi&1)+1. Let k=M dim(hi&1). Then hi&1= f1 7
f2 7 } } } 7 fk for some k unate DNF formulas f1 , ..., fk . By the definition of hi , hi=
(&c f1 7 cxf2 } } } 7 cxfk) 6 xcTai&1 . Define a formula h$=(x 6 f1) 7 (x 6 f2)
7 } } } 7 (x 6 fk) 7 c(xTai&1). Clearly M dim(h$)k+1. It is easy to verify that
hix  1 #h$x  1 and hix  0 #h$x  0 . Therefore, hi #h$.
M dim(hi&1)+1M dim(hi). By definition, hi=cxhi&1 6 xcTai&1 . Let
z=M dim(hi). Then hi= f1 7 } } } 7 fz for some unate DNF formulas f1 , ..., fz .
Assume that each of the unate DNF formulas f1 , ..., fz is minimal, meaning that
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removing a literal from any term would change the function computed by
f1 7 } } } 7 fz . Consider the assignment ai&1x  1 . It does not satisfy hi so it must not
satisfy some fj , say fz . Since each assignment at Hamming distance 1 from ai&1x  1
does satisfy hi , we must have fz=c(xTai&1).
Consider fj where j<z. Since the monotone dimension of f is z, fj { fz . Suppose
fj contains the literal cx. Then, since fj is unate, there is some assignment c to
W _ [x] such that c(x)=1, fj (c)=0 and, consequently, hi (c)=0 (recall that W is
the set of variables on which hi&1 is defined). By the definition of hi , the only such
assignment c is ai&1x  1 . Moreover, for any assignment c$ at Hamming distance 1
from ai&1x  1 , hi (c$)=1 and hence fj (c$)=1. Thus the literals appearing in the unate
formula fj are precisely those which are not satisfied by ai&1x  1 , and it follows that
fj=c(xTai&1)= fz , which is a contradiction. Thus cx does not appear in fj .
For all j where j<z, let f $j be the DNF consisting of those terms of fj which do
not contain x (there must be at least one such term because there exists at least one
assignment c such that c(x)=0, hi (c)=1, and hence fj (c)=1). We now show the
following:
f1 7 } } } 7 fz #(x 6 f $1) 7 } } } 7 (x 6 f $z&1) 7 fz . (1)
Let p0 and p1 be the partial assignments to W _ [x] setting x to 0 and 1,
respectively, and leaving the variables in W unassigned. We will show the equiv-
alence of the two formulas in Eq. (1) by showing that they are equivalent under the
projections induced by p0 and p1 . Clearly fjp0 # f $j #(x 6 f $j)p0 . Therefore the two
formulas are equivalent under the projection induced by p0 . Now consider p1 . For
each j<z, (x 6 f $j)p1 #1 so the right side of Eq. (1) becomes fzp1 . We must show
that ( f1 7 } } } fz)p1 # fzp1 . It is trivial that ( f1 7 } } } 7 fz)p1  fzp1 . Let b: W  [0, 1]
such that b does not satisfy ( f1 7 } } } 7 fz)p1 . Say b does not satisfy fjp1 . Then bx  1
does not satisfy fj , and therefore it does not satisfy hi either. By the definition of hi ,
bx  1=aix  1 , which does not satisfy fz or fzp1 . Thus we have fzp1 ( f1 7 } } } 7 fz)p1 .
We therefore have hi = cxhi&1 6 xcTai # (x 6 f $1) 7 } } } 7 (x 6 f $z&1) 7
c(xTai). Then hix  0=hi&1= f $1 7 } } } 7 f $z&1. Since each f $j is unate, we have that
M dim(hi&1)z&1. K
Lemma 20. REP(Rk) for Hk is NP-hard for any constant k.
Proof. We show that for any k3, REP(Rk&1) for Hk&1 is polynomial-time
reducible to REP(Rk) for Hk. Since by Lemma 13 REP(R2) for H2 is NP-hard,
this proves the lemma.
Let hk&1 be an instance of REP(Rk&1) for Hk&1. Construct a positive assign-
ment ak&1 of hk&1 and use it to construct a formula hk=cxhk&1& 6 xcTak&1
in Hk. By the previous lemma, M dim(hk)=M dim(hk&1)+1. Therefore, hk&1 can
be represented by a formula in Rk&1 if and only if hk can be represented by a
formula in Rk. K
We now must show that the testability condition holds as well.
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Lemma 21. Hk is testable with respect to Rk for any constant k2.
Proof. We present an algorithm that, given hk # Hk and g # Rk, either produces
a counterexample a such that hk(a){ g(a), or determines that hk # g.
Expanding hk , we have
hk=cxk&1hk&1 6 xk&1 cTak&1
=cxk&1(cxk&2hk&2 6 xk&2 cTak&2) 6 xk&1cTak&1
=cxk&1cxk&2hk&2 6 cxk&1xk&2cTak&2 6 xk&1cTak&1
=cxk&1cxk&2 } } } cx2h2 6 \ 
k&2
j=2
cxk&1 } } } cxj+1xjcTaj+
6 xk&1cTak&1 .
Let h=hk and let n be the number of variables on which h is defined. Consider
the 2k&2 projections of h obtained by fixing x2 , ..., xk&1. For each projection hp ,
take the maximum i # [2, ..., k&1] such that xi is fixed to 1 by the projection. If no
xi is fixed to 1, then hp=h2 . Otherwise, hp=(cTai)p , which is either a CNF clause
of n&k+2 literals (if none of xi&1 } } } x2 are fixed by p to satisfy the clause) or is
identically true (if some x # [xi&1 , ..., x2] is fixed by p to satisfy the clause).
Thus, each projection hp is either: (a) identically 1, (b) a clause of n&k+2
literals, or (c) h2 .
We test the equivalence of hp and gp for each partial assignment p. Note that any
counterexample to hp # gp can be extended to be a counterexample to hk # g by
setting x2 , ..., xk&1 according to p.
(a) hp #1. Let g= g1 7 } } } 7 gk , where g1 , ..., gk are unate DNF formulas.
Then gp= g1p 7 } } } 7 gkp . If any of g1p , ..., gkp contain some literal y  [x2 , ..., xk&1]
then any assignment a which does not satisfy y does not satisfy gp . Output a as a
counterexample. Otherwise, gp #0 or gp #1 and we either output an arbitrary
assignment as a counterexample or move on to the next projection.
(b) hp is a clause of n&k+2 literals. For each literal y in the clause, test the
equivalence of the projections hp, y  1 and gp, y  1 . Since hp, y  1 #1, we apply the
previous case. In addition, test whether gp(a)=0 for the unique assignment a
setting the literals in hp to 0.
(c) hp=h2 . This is the base of the recursion and we apply the algorithm given
in the proof of Lemma 10.
If hp # gp for each p, then hk # g. If not, the algorithm produces a counterexample
via one of the above cases. K
Again applying the theorem of Pillaipakkamnatt and Raghavan (Theorem 3), we
have the following theorem.
Theorem 6. If P{NP, then there is no proper polynomial-time membership and
equivalence query algorithm for learning Rk, for any constant k2.
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Certificates for Functions of Monotone Dimension Greater Than k
In this section we generalize the results of Section 5 to construct, for any constant
k>2, a class of functions Fk which have monotone dimension greater than k, but
no certificates of size polynomial in n proving this property.
We use the recursive construction from the previous section, but change the base
case. The functions in Fk are defined recursively as follows: fk defined on variable
set V is in Fk iff fk=cx( fk&1) 6 x(cTak&1) for some fk&1 # F
k&1 defined on
V&[x], ak&1 is a satisfying assignment for fk&1 , and Tak&1 is the term correspond-
ing to that assignment. The base case F2 is the class F from Section 5.
We need only show that the existence of polynomially sized certificates for Fk
implies the existence of polynomially sized certificates for Fk&1.
Let fk=cx( fk&1) 6x(cTak&1) # Fk , with fk&1 # Fk&1 and fk&1(ak&1)=1, where
fk is defined on variables V (with |V|=n) and fk&1 is defined on V&[x]. The proof
of Lemma 19 can be used directly to show that M dim( fk)=M dim( fk&1)+1.
Suppose Ck is a certificate that M dim( fk)>k. We show that restrictions of the
assignments in C form a certificate that M dim( fk&1)>k&1.
Lemma 22. Let f # Fk, where k3. If Ck is a certificate that M dim( fk)>k,
then there is a certificate Ck&1 that M dim( fk&1)>k&1 such that |Ck ||Ck&1 |.
Proof. Define Ck&1=[c |V&[x] | c(x)=0, c # Ck]. We show that Ck&1 is a
certificate that M dim( fk&1)>k&1.
Let b1 , ..., bk&1 be assignments to V&[x]. For 1ik&1, let b$i=bix  0 . Let
b$k=ak&1x  1 . It follows from Lemma 4 that Ck must contain positive assignments
p$1 , ..., p$k and a negative assignment q$ of f such that p$i<b$i q$ for 1ik. We will
show that p$i (x)=q$(x)=0 for 1ik&1.
To see that q$(x)=0, note that q${b$i for any i because p$i< b$i q$. In particular,
q${b$k . Since the only negative assignment of f setting x to 1 is b$k , we have
q$(x)=0. For i<k, since both b$i and q$ set x to 0, we must have p$i (x)=0 because
p$i< b$i q$.
For 1i<k, let pi= p$i |V&[x] and let q=q$ | V&[x] . Then p1 , ..., pk&1 , q # Ck&1 .
Since b$i (x)= p$i (x)=q$(x)=0, p$i<b$i q$ implies pi<bi q for 1ik&1.
Then by Lemma 3, Ck&1 is a certificate that M dim( fk&1)>k&1. K
By the recursive definition of Fk and the fact that F2 does not have certificates
of size polynomial in n, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 7. There exists a class of functions Fk such that every function in Fk
has monotone dimension greater than k, but there is no polynomial p(n) satisfying the
following property: If fk # Fk is defined on n variables, then there is a certificate of
size p(n) that fk has monotone dimension greater than k.
Proof. Let Fk be recursively defined as above. Since each function in F2 has
monotone dimension >2, each function in Fk has monotone dimension >k (by
repeated application of the fact M dim( fk)=M dim( fk&1)+1).
Suppose there exists a polynomial p(n) such that each fk # Fk has a certificate
of size at most p(n) that M dim( fk)>k, where n is the number of variables on
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which fk is defined. Let fk # Fk and let Ck be a certificate of size at most p(n)
that M dim( fk)>k. By Lemma 22, Ck&1 is a certificate of size less than p(n) that
M dim( fk&1)>k&1. Recursively, there is a certificate of size less than p(n) that
M dim( f2)>2. Since f2 is defined on n&k+2 variables, we define polynomial q
such that q(n&k+2)= p(n). Then functions in F2 have polynomially sized
certificates that they have monotone dimension >2, contradicting the proof of
Theorem 5. K
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